Greeks'. Beyond updating his biblical prototype, simplifying the connection between Hebrew and Greek genealogy, this has the further effect of provocatively locating the 'original' Greeks not on the mainland but in the cultural Creole of Asia Minor. This, of course, is the opposite of the standard Greek cultural myth, which presents Ionian Greece as an excrescence from the mainland. For Josephus, Helicon certainly faced East. There is another provocation to be noted in Josephus' 'table of nations', in that it insistently tabulates the Greeks and the Medes as brethren: the Persian Wars, so central to Greek selfdefinition, become a sibling quarrel down at the end of one of the branches of the family tree of nations. Greek ethnic genealogy, then, is slotted into a larger macrostructure of Hebrew ancestral genealogy. Analogously, the Hebrew patriarchs are constructed as Greek-style 7tpdran eijpexai, Promethean inventors of the arts. The Greek narratives claiming cultural origination, of which Josephus was well aware (as Against Apion 1.6-27 testifies), 7 are trumped by Hebrew narratives of greater antiquity; Jewish culture 'outpasts' Greek. 8 These two issues-the theological emphasis upon providence and the focus upon the ethnic and cultural priority of the Hebrews-problematise any project to read Josephus 'as literature'. To seek to incorporate him within a Greek frame of reference would be to underestimate the boldness of the task he sets himself: his aim is to demonstrate not the compatibility of Jewish theology with a Greek cultural template, but the primacy and supremacy of Hebrew culture (a project that would be taken up with enthusiasm by Greco-Christians like Clement and Hippolytus). This in fact brings his project, prima facie surprisingly, back into the fold of Dionysian archaeology: but where Dionysius aimed to show that Rome was originally a Greek city, Josephus aims to showdiscreetly-that Greek culture is primordially Hebrew. Josephus' strategy at the genealogical and cultural level, indeed, can be compared to that of Herennius Philo of Byblos, who implicitly aims to root Hesiodic theogony in a supposedly prior, Phoenician tradition. Both authors seek to challenge Greece's claims to cultural originality by demonstrating that a primeval myth-historical expanse yawns beyond the limited horizon of the Greek cultural tradition.
For these reasons, we should be wary of any attempt to read Josephus as literature, to locate him comfortably within a classicist's traditional horizon of expectations. Perhaps the reverse is true: that Josephus encourages us to read literature as Josephan-which is to say, as mediating between a near-eastern heritage of great antiquity and a contemporary Greek readership.
Josephus and Joseph
My subject here is the Joseph narrative, and more narrowly the scholarly industry devoted to locating it within a Greek literary genre, that of the ideal romance. The Joseph story, indeed, is arguably 'romantic' in its first extant inception, in the Torah itself. The Joseph story occupying the final section of Gen-esis (37-50) is very familiar, but it is perhaps, in this godless age, worth reminding ourselves of the setting. Joseph's father Jacob is the first of the descendants of Abraham to settle in Canaan, and thus has a particular relationship with the Hebrew mythology of land occupation. Jacob, alternatively known as Israel, is also the begetter of the eponyms of the 12 tribes of Israel. According to Jacob's blessing at Gen. 49, the twelve tribes correspond to his twelve sons; 9 but the alternative and more familiar tradition is represented by Gen. 48, where Jacob adopts Joseph's sons Manasseh and Ephraim in place of Levi (the wandering Levites are associated with the portable Ark of the Covenant, rather than any geographical space) and Joseph himself.
The biblical Joseph story is thus pretty anomalous in terms of the patriarchal narrative: why is so much space devoted to the one Jacobite son who has no tribe named after him? Biblical scholars have seen the elements of the Joseph story, which are interwoven with the supposedly older patriarchal narrative of Jacob and his sons, as a post-exilic addition designed to serve two functions. The first is to glue the patriarchal narrative to the Exodus story, i.e. to provide an aetiology for the Israelite presence in Egypt. The second hypothesis is subtler: this is the theory that the narrative of Joseph's success in the Pharaonic court acts as an ideological allegory legitimising the diaspora Jews who were making good in the Babylonian court.
There are indeed good reasons to think that the Joseph narrative, with its sophisticated emphasis upon intrafamilial psychology and the workings of the dreaming mind, is relatively late in date. 10 There are, additionally, linguistic features found in the surrounding episodes that are missing here.'' For further evidence of the lateness of the Joseph story, we could also cite the apparent lack of Josephan Nachwirkung: Not only does Joseph lack a tribe of his own (at least in the overwhelming majority of traditions), but also he is only minimally discussed elsewhere in the Tanakh, and indeed in the Christian bible too. 12 Another distinctive feature that has been picked up is the emphasis upon Joseph's wisdom and self-control (seen in his sagacious oneirocriticism, his resistance to Potiphar's wife, and his prudent management of both Potiphar's household and, later, of Egypt's economy). Confident in his faith and scrupulous self-discipline, Joseph endures his tribulations and eventually triumphs over adversity (this is a point to which we shall return). This emphasis upon Joseph's intelligence and foresight redeemed looks like wisdom literature transfigured into narrative-another rare feature in the Torah. For these reasons, scholars have often seen the Joseph narrative as an originally independent 'novella'-a DiasporanovelleP comparable up to a point with the later, Hellenistic, Esther, Tobit and Daniel 1-6-and woven late into the Genesis narrative by a redactor concerned to bind the patriarchal to the Mosaic narrative, but rather less concerned with consistency of tone and content.
It is, however, in the post-biblical phase that the Joseph romance becomes (or is held to have become) novelistic in the Greco-Roman sense. This was first observed by Martin Braun, a Heidelberg graduate who left Germany for Oxford in the 1930s. His two ground-breaking monographs, however, have been much more influential in early Jewish studies than in classics. 14 Braun demonstrated two things. The first was that the Hellenistic period saw a number of fictionalising Greek works built around mainly non-Greek figures of quasi-historical national memory (the Assyrian Ninus and the Babylonian Semiramis, the Jewish Moses, or on the Egyptian side the Pharaoh Sesonchosis and an Alexander now equipped with Pharaonic heritage). The second was that Hellenised Jews, among whom a prime example is Josephus, tend to emphasise the erotic elements of the narratives of the Hebrew Bible, and drape them with Greek novelistic motifs. Braun had a particular interest in the Joseph story, arguing that the apocryphal Testament of Joseph and the epitomised version in the Testament of Reuben (both second century BCE) show the influence of the Greek novel.
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The Potiphar's wife episode occupies the first half (1-9) of the Testament of Joseph, demonstrating Joseph's aax))po<Tuvr| in the face of temptation, with allusions not only to the Phaedra narrative in Euripides' Hippolytus, but also to the topical repertoire of the ideal Greek romance. 16 The second half, meanwhile, shows his endurance (mouovri) in the face of the provocation shown him by his brothers and the Egyptians. In both phases, he demonstrates a faith in the providential happy ending despite the pressures of the here-and-now-a faith that will, for Hellenists, call to mind the narrative tensions of the novel. According to Braun, the Hellenistic period sees the transformation of the biblical Joseph Novelle into a 'cycle of episodes...comprehensible only on the background of Hellenistic-Oriental romances'. 17 That our extant 'romantic novels' (as opposed, however cautiously, to 'historical novels' such as Artapanus' Moses, the Alexander Romance, and the Sesonchosis fragment) postdate the second-century BCE Testament of Joseph is a problem of which Braun was aware. 18 His hypothesis of lost Hellenistic predecessors, known to the authors of the Testaments, is something to which we shall return.
The prime example of a Joseph romance, however, is inevitably Joseph and Aseneth, an extraordinary text that takes the template of the Greek novel and weds it to a conversion narrative. At Genesis 41: 45 (cf. 46:20) , Joseph is said to marry a young Egyptian maiden, the daughter of the narrative's second Potiphar (the priest of On/Heliopolis, that is-not the servant of Pharaoh whose wife has attempted to seduce him). Joseph and Aseneth might be Hellenistic Jewish, 19 or Christian, perhaps even late-antique. 20 It is either a translation from the Hebrew, or written in imitation of such translations: it displays the same paratactic style as the biblical apocrypha, based around Hebrew's distinctive vav conversive and reversive constructions (rendered in Greek by the striking repetition of initial KOU). It is also, however, clearly designed for a readership also familiar with the Greek literary repertoire, toying visibly with the conventions of the erotic novel, with righteous motifs substituted for amatory. For example, Aseneth is egregiously beautiful like a goddess (4.2); she is immediately stupified by the sight of Joseph (6.1), grieves when they are separated after their initial meeting (8.8) , and weeps in her room that night (10.2) . 21 Yet their relationship is built around not erotic obsession but pious reverence of Yahweh.
This brief survey shows us how the organising category of the novel (at times nuanced as Novelle or romance) has allowed scholars to make sense of biblical narrative by reading it generically through Greek lenses, 'as literature'. I have already sounded some warning signals over this kind of technique, which risks ignoring the fundamental tensions between Jewish and Greek narrative categories. Arguably, however, this process began in antiquity itself, in the cultural crucible of the Hellenistic world: if Braun is right, then Hellenistic Jews were already beginning to refashion the Joseph narrative 'as literature', using the form of an established Greek literary genre, i.e. the ideal romance.
(Similar claims could be made for the Maccabaean authors.) But is Braun right? Real questions remain over the direction of influence. Is Jewish culture reinventing itself in response to the magnetic traction of the prestigious Greek literary tradition, as he assumes? Or is it that the Greek novel itself is formed under influence from near-eastern narrative texts such as the Joseph story, as another scholarly tradition (stretching back to Pierre-Daniel Huet in the eighteenth century) claims? 22 To pose the question like this enters us into the high-octane cultural politics embraced by figures like Flavius Josephus himself, who demand that we take a stance on the question of the priority of Greek and Jewish culture. The prudent answer is surely that realities are more complex, that intellectual traffic flows bidirectionally in the contact zones between cultures. But this kind of answer, for all its honesty, is ultimately unsatisfying in its generality. To put flesh on the bones, we need to return to the Genesis narrative, to consider what kind of a text it is, and what kind of resources it made available to later interpreters.
The biblical Joseph and his reception
Genesis 37-50, the Joseph narrative, divides ancient commentators. 23 While some commentators (e.g. Artapanus, and Philo: see below) emphasise their subject's pragmatic shrewdness in succeeding under foreign domination without sacrificing his principles, a virtue with obvious relevance for Jews in Hellenistic times, other traditions (visible in parts of the Midrash) are troubled by Joseph's apparent bragging to his brothers, and also by his beauty, which they take as a sign of his culpability in the (non-) affair of Potiphar's wife. 24 At least part of the reason for the negative tradition must be dynastic: his sons Manasseh and Ephraim were toponymically connected to the northern kingdom of Israel (later Samaria), widely denigrated by the southern Yehudaite scribal elite centred in Jerusalem.
been reproached by Jacob for being 'vainglorious in wisdom' (8oKT|<riao(|)ov) for promising his family sustenance, when true sustenance comes only from the god (3.179-80). In On Dreams, this association with doxa resurfaces, with a Platonic spin: in opposition to the truly wise and self-sufficient Isaac, Joseph 'is a figure for opinion with its vast medley of ingredients' (rcoA.un.iYO' Oq tcai KEKpauevni; So^tiq ecmv EIKCOV, 2.10-16, at 2.15), combining the manly selfcontrol of his father, Jacob, with the irrational indulgence and sensual pleasure of his mother, Rachel. When Philo proceeds to claim that his 'vainglory' (xng Kevfjc, 862;nq) puffs him up 'as if on a chariot', the allusion to the charioteering imagery of the Phaedrus traduces the Platonising agenda (2.16). Philo's Joseph represents in general the principle of compromise between the lofty ambitions of Jewish theology and the despicable pragmatism in which it has too often been enmired. In this general context, however, it is a surprise to find that the tract On Joseph is almost entirely laudatory -and, what is more, Joseph is here praised precisely for being an adept statesman {no'kvnKoq, 1; cf. the full title, BIOS nOAITIKOS OIIEP ESTI IIEPI IQEH<6). 27 This treatise is really a Judaised version of the peri basileias tradition, emphasising the cardinal virtues of the ruler (albeit in a rather non-canonical form). 28 His political actions are tied not only to Jewish but also to Greek philosophical ideals: thus he is seen as the founder of cosmopolitanism (29-31), and his resistance to Potiphar's wife is seen, here as in the Testament, as an exercise in wtou,ovf| (40; cf. 54-57).
Such surprisingly negative reactions to a major figure in the Patriarchal narrative are, however, not just perverse, post-biblical impositions of anti-Samaritan dogma; or, at least, if there is polemic against the Northern Kingdom, it is already there in the biblical text, where the seeds for a negative appraisal are already sown. 29 In particular, the early part of the Joseph narrative has some troubling signals: he brings a 'bad report' of his brothers to his father (37.2), and accounts to his family of his dreams (sheaves of wheat bowing down to his sheaf, the sun and the moon and eleven stars bowing down to him) solicit negative reactions not just from the brothers, but also from Jacob himself: his father rebuked him, and said to him 'What kind of dream is this that you have had? Shall we indeed come, I and your mother and your brothers, and bow to the ground before you?' So his brothers were jealous of him, but his father kept the matter in mind.
(Genesis 37:10-11)
These comments, situated at the very beginning of the biblical Joseph narrative, frame the reader's reception of what follows: Joseph is introduced to us as one whose intimations of preeminence earn his father's scorn. As the narrative proceeds, we reach a series of crisis-points in the moral interpretation. Why does Potiphar's wife find him so attractive? Why does he test his starving brothers for so long? Why does he frame Benjamin for a theft he did not commit, causing great grief to his father? The biblical writer's recessive stance, with-holding both appraisal and condemnation, deepens the sense of equivocation. Of all the stories in the Pentateuch, the Joseph narrative is arguably the most complex in its ambivalent portrait, of a key figure in the patriarchal narrative at that. The biblical Joseph thus presents an interpretative challenge. A dominant way of reconciling this complex diversity is to pursue an integrative reading: either encomiastic (as in Philo's On Joseph) or critical (as in Philo's other writings). This will of course involve selectivity and a certain amount of special pleading. What I want to suggest in the remainder of this discussion, however, is that the 'novelistic' approach to the Joseph narrative adopted by Hellenistic Jews represented an alternative, and ultimately more sophisticated, means of negotiating his complex character presentation.
Time for Joseph
In particular, I shall argue, the element of temporality is what forces the convergence between the Joseph narrative and the Greek novel. By 'temporality' I mean two things: the biblical Joseph narrative is what Ricoeur would call both a 'tale of time', a narrative that rests fundamentally for its effect upon the manipulation of temporal rhythms, and a 'tale about time', exploring it at the thematic level. 30 Let us begin with the first. The biblical Joseph story is subtle and ingenious in its use of foreshadowing techniques, particularly the narrative 'seed'. 31 For example in the passage we have just seen (Gen. 37:10), 'Shall we indeed come, I and your mother and your brothers, and bow to the ground before you?', is meant by Jacob as a rhetorical question expecting the answer 'no'. At a deeper level, however the correct answer is 'yes': hierarchies will indeed be reversed, with Joseph occupying a position of political dominance. Perhaps Joseph himself, with his talent for prevision, might be taken already to know this. But in one devastating respect, the narrative tricks him too: Jacob 'and your mother and your brothers' will not, as it turns out, all make it from Canaan to Egypt, since Rachel will die en route (Gen. 48:7).
A more extravagant example of the ironical manipulation of foreshadowing comes in in the prison episode. When Pharaoh's cupbearer narrates his dream, Joseph correctly foresees his release within three days. Then, the narrator continues, 'When the chief baker saw that the interpretation was favourable, he said to Joseph, "I also had a dream...'" (Gen. 40:16) . The chief baker is misled by the assumption that narrative always plays fair, rendering like for like. Unfortunately, his fate is to be hung on a pole, '"and the birds will eat the flesh from you'" (Gen. 40:19) . It is left to us to imagine the poor baker's reaction; but the crucial point for the external reader is that this second episode refuses to commit to any pattern, frustrating our expectations. The tantalising difference between the fates of the two pharaonic servants is paradigmatic: it tells us both that Joseph is a better prophet than we, and that there is a mysterious quality to temporality, beyond the ken of mortals like ourselves.
The Joseph narrator thus knows about narrative foreshadowing, and how to use it. He can also artfully manipulate temporal rhythm: for example, by making the cupbearer forget about Joseph, so that he languishes in prison for three more years (thus emphasising the extent of his suffering, and also the depth of his faith in god); and by delaying Joseph's self-revelation to his brothers, until he has tested them Odysseus-wise (which in fact does risk a Laertes-style neardeath experience for the agonised Jacob).
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Another sign of sophistication is the division of the narrative into two episodes, in Canaan and Egypt, carefully patterned around a series of parallels that interlink the episodes by transecting the linear temporality. In the Canaan episode the brothers throw him down into a pit before selling him to the Ishmaelite traders; in Egypt, Potiphar has him thrown into prison. The biblical writer uses the same word meaning 'pit' (bor or bo'r, 37:20-30, 40:15; 41:14) of both. 33 In both cases, he loses his coat, which is then used as false evidence (the brothers smear his dream-coat with goat's blood, pretending he has been caught by a wild animal; Potiphar's wife uses it as evidence for the supposed rape). Each case, again, is a Scheintod (the association between interment and ritual death is of course common and cross-cultural): he is erased from public memory, although the reader of this narrative knows different. The theme of descent into pits and false death allegorically underscores the larger role of Egypt, as a place of symbolic Scheintod: Joseph's relocation from his homeland (and that of his people) to the great imperial cosmopolis is a virtual death-and in his family's eyes a real one too. 34 That Egypt is a kind of pit is also figured in the language of journeying to and from: characters 'descend' (ydrad, LXX Kaxa-) to and 'ascend' ('dldh, LXX ctva-) from Egypt.
So the Joseph story is a tale of time, to revisit Ricoeur's phrase. It is also about time, and in particular about prophecy. Joseph's gift gives him a supernatural command of temporality. His ability to predict the future, as we have already seen, makes him a kind of metanarrator, and intratextual surrogate of the extratextual narrator who commands the unfurling of the plot. This metanarrative capability is also seen in the episode where he repeatedly tests his brothers: his new-found political authority gives him the power to delay the revelation for what seems an uncomfortably long period. In terms of the realist narrative, however, his most important act of far-seeing is his implementation of the grain-storage policy, which sees Egypt (and indeed Canaan) through the seven years of famine. This ability to plan for the future is presented as an economic revolution for the Egyptians, thus reemphasising Joseph's wisdom even in the adoring eyes of a foreign people (a key Diasporanovelle motif, of course).
There is a more subterranean, metaphorical element to this emphasis upon grain and storage. The structural relationship between Canaan and Egypt works at many levels; it is clearest, however, at the level of economy and foodproduction. Canaan is at this time a pastoral economy populated by newly arrived nomads; Egypt, on the other hand, is an ancient, settled economy, funda-mentally dependent upon the arable cultivation of the Nile delta. The Israelites do of course know of agriculture ('Abel was a keeper of sheep, and Cain a tiller of the ground', Gen. 4:2), which explains why Joseph can dream of a wheatsheaf at the beginning of the story; even so, within the confines of the Joseph story they are never presented as cultivating the soil. They are 'shepherds, men with their own flocks and herds' (LXX: &v8pe<;...7ioiu£V£<;, &v8p£<;...KTnv6-xpo<|>oi, 46.32). When Jacob sends gifts for the powerful prefect of Egypt (whom no-one has yet recognised as his son), he sends honey, incense, myrrh, terebinth and nuts: all products of the land, but none cultivated (Gen. 43.11). Conversely, the Egyptians are said to find the pasturing of sheep abhorrent (46.34). The Joseph story also works, then, as an aetiology for the Israelites' move from nomadism to settled habitation, supported by the mixed economy of pastoral and arable farming. This may explain the apparent redundancy of Pharaoh's famous twin dream, where the famished cows eat the healthy cows and the withered corn eats the healthy: the same message is 'twin-tracked', using both the pastoralist and agrarian modes. This ideal of settled habitation is implicitly linked to the future return to Canaan, where Jacob insists on being buried, even after the relocation to Goshen in Egypt; after all, the entire Joseph episode begins with the assertion that Jacob was the first to settle Canaan.
This narrative of acculturation also has a temporal dimension to it, since Joseph's achievement is in effect a triumph over the natural seasons: the storage of grain releases humans from their bondage to the annual cycles of abundance followed by hardship, cycles the significance of which is exacerbated by the famine. Agriculture is, moreover, figurative of generational continuity, a connection clearly brought out in the biblical text, where the same word (zera', LXX OTiepua) is used both of Jacob's offspring (46:7) and of the grain Joseph stores up (47:19). Joseph's mastery of the natural sphere of production serves as an implicit allegory for the permanence of Abraham's dynasty. The Joseph narrative is thus fundamentally about learning to command time, to glimpse a redemptive future beyond any immediate crises. At one level, this message has obvious local resonances to a diaspora readership, longing for return to the imagined community of Judah. But it also connects at a deeper level: it is about the triumph over adversity, over death even, and the redemption of those whom the god favours. In this respect its message is more universal-hence its appeal to a wider audience, and (I shall argue) its receptiveness to refashioning in the guise of a novel.
Josephus and Joseph
The biblical Joseph was in one respect not an obvious hero for his firstcentury CE namesake, whose contempt for the Samaritan lands associated with the house of Joseph was as strong as anyone's. 35 Despite this, the Joseph narrative becomes the centrepiece of book 2 of the Archaeology, stretching from chapters 7 to 200, almost 60% of the entire book. Josephus invests more heavily in this narrative than any other in the Archaeology. This is, no doubt, in part because he felt a sympathetic bond with his biblical namesake: both suffered for their foresight, 36 were cast out from their homelands by their kin, and achieved success through politics in a foreign court. 37 But this cannot be the whole explanation, since these themes are not particularly emphasised in Josephus' account. The episodes that he particularly amplifies are two: Potiphar's wife and the brothers' guilty deliberations over their treatment of Joseph. In raising these particular episodes to prominence, Josephus follows the precedent of the novelising Hellenistic Testament of Joseph, which itself follows a similar bipartite pattern of narrative expansion.
In Josephus, however, the novelistic motifs are developed even more powerfully than in the Testament. Joseph is young and naive at the outset. His dyvoia is emphasised (2.11, 2.19), a device that simultaneously explains away the offence he causes his brothers through his self-aggrandising dream stories and transforms the narrative as a whole into one of intellectual development: in due course he will become known for his avveaiq (2.80). As we saw, the biblical account of Joseph frontloads all the problematic character description, which provokes hostile readers to evaluate him negatively throughout. Josephus, on the other hand, allows for character development. His early behaviour provokes his brothers to i^r|^OTU7ua (2.10), but by the end he is the agent of the resolution of all of this intrafamilial discord. In this respect, Josephus' Joseph looks strikingly close to Chariton's Chaereas. Like Joseph, Chaereas falls prey to the jealousy of others (Callirhoe's other suitors, Char. Call. 1.2.1), and is led by his naivety into a chain of events that separate him from his family; finally, at the conclusion of the narrative, the president deity (Aphrodite) orchestrates a return to his homeland and a family reunion. Similarly, the brothers are by the end much more explicitly reconciled with Joseph than in the Torah. It is possible, if rather unlikely, that Josephus knew Chariton's text (which the current consensus tends to place, by guesstimation, in the mid-first century CE); but that is not a necessary conclusion. The central point is that Josephus supplies a solution to the moral-interpretative problem of the biblical text by supplying a novelistic temporal scheme: the folly of youth is supplanted by mature experience, during the narrative rite de passage.
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The novelistic elements are, as we might expect, particularly prominent in the Potiphar's wife scene. Josephus introduces the non-biblical idea that her advance occurs during a 'public festival' (8r||j.oT£?io'ij<;...eopTf|i;, 2.45). At one level, this detail is designed perhaps to combat any accusation that Joseph must have been prone to hanging out in the women's quarters: 39 in the Archaeology, Joseph is initially unaware that Potiphar's wife is even at home. It also, however, introduces a topos of erotic literature from the Greek tradition, namely erotic infatuation at a public festival. 40 In line with most pre-imperial literature, Josephus presents festal passion as an illicit mode of love. 41 There is, however, reason to think that he is also familiar with the later, novelised version, which turns the lovers into young, consenting virgins: this is suggested by the use of the phrase eopxf) 8r|uoxeXf|<;, which is exactly parallelled in Parthenius (32.1) and Chariton (1.1.5; cf. the e7ttxcopiog eopxf| at Xen. Eph. 1.2.2), and without parallel in this kind of scenario in Greek literature preceding the Roman period (where the festival in question tends to be named specifically). 42 What is more, the reaction of Potiphar's wife to her rejection is seemingly related to Manto's response to Habrocomes' rejection of her in book 2 of Xenophon of Ephesus. 43 Both are upset by OTepn<|)avia (Jos. 2.54; Xen. Eph. 2.5.5); both arrange themselves to look like rape victims, both ask the head of the household for their servile assailants to be punished (KoA.d£erv in Josephus, xturopdaGcu in Xenophon) for tippn;; both accuse the latter of false aax|>poawn; each threatens death, Xenophon's Manto her own, Potiphar's wife her husband's (Jos. 2.55-56; Xen. Eph. 2.5.6).
There is of course much more that could be said about the use of novelistic motifs in Josephus' version of the Joseph narrative. Rather than supply a list of correspondences (much of which would retread ground already covered), 44 I want to return to idea of the manipulation of temporality. As we saw earlier, the Joseph story in Genesis is notable for its sophisticated treatment of t i m eappropriately enough in the case of the Tanakh's first prophet. Josephus' Joseph is equally prophetic, but in a way that suggests the complex approach to prolepsis characteristic of erotic romance 45 rather than an allegory for the Hebrew god's care for his people and land. When imprisoned, Joseph is capable of bearing his present sufferings manfully, confident that the providential power of God will redeem him in the end: ldxn]noq uev OTJV rcdvx' em xdh 9ecoi 7toir|C7du£vo<; xd rcepi aijxov, OIJ8' eiq d7ioXoyiav, oi)8' en' dKptpf| xcov yeyovoxcov §r|^Gxnv expamy xd Seaud 8e Kai xf|v dvdyKT|v oiywv vnf\XQev, dueivova eaeaQai xcov 5E5EK6XCOV 9appa>v xov xfiv aixiav xfj<; ouu<|)opd<; Kai xf|v aXr\Qeiav ei56xa 0e6v.
(A/ 2.60)
Joseph on his side, committing his cause entirely to God, sought neither to defend himself nor yet to render a strict account of what had happened, but silently underwent his bonds and confinement, confident that God, who knew the cause of his calamity and the truth, would prove stronger than those who had bound him; and of his providence he had proof forthwith.
Joseph's grasp of the temporal dynamics of this providential narrative contrasts him with his fellow prisoner, Pharaoh's cupbearer, who blames god as well as his master for his misfortunes (Kaicd). Josephus has added the extrabiblical detail that the two are bound together by a single shackle, as though to emphasise their complementary doubleness. If Joseph represents the providen-tial reader, then the cupbearer's immersion in his immediate sufferings mark him as one who wallows in the present, without expectation of future improvement. Similarly, at 2.105-07, Joseph's brothers weep continually at their present troubles, while Reuben by contrast seeks to get them to think both in terms of divine providence and in terms of human pragmatism, i.e. about what they can do in the future.
This polarity between two different modes of dealing with time, melancholy immersion and positive thinking about the future, is one of the hallmarks of the novel. I take but one example, again from Xenophon of Ephesus. Towards the beginning of Anthia and Habrocomes, supposedly the most theoretically maladroit of the novels, the fathers of the two lovers, at a loss to explain their children's pining, consult the oracle of Apollo at Colophon. The response suggests to them that they should marry the children, and then send them abroad on a journey. The beginning of that journey marks the beginning of the liminal phase. The two sets of parents react differently to the departure, and to the oracle that motivated it:
Now Lycomedes and Themisto [Habrocomes' parents], recalling everything at once (rcavTCov duct ev iL)7to(iVT| oei yevouevoi)-the oracle, their son, the period abroad-threw themselves to the ground despairing (dS'uuow-tEi;). Megamedes and Euippe [Anthia's parents], on the other hand, while they experienced the same emotions, felt more cheerful (e-uOuudiepoi), since they looked to the outcomes (TO; xeXri) of the prophecy.
(Xen.Eph. 1.10.7)
As in Josephus this passage dramatises two different modes of narrative reading. 46 The first set of parents, like Pharaoh's cupbearer and Joseph's brothers, interpret the present situation as hopeless, based upon their memories of past events. Contrasted with this present-focused reading strategy is the response of the other parents, who (like Joseph himself) take stock not only of the present misfortunes but also of the likely final outcome: 'after their sufferings, they have a better fate (dpeiova TIOTUOV)', according to the oracle, the voice of narrative authority (1.6.2). The two groups of interpreters are further contrasted in terms of their emotional reactions: the Greek words translated as 'despairing' (d8uuot>viec;) and 'more cheerful' (euO-uudxepoi) are both rooted in thumos, which denotes vigorous energy. Thumos stands for a hermeneutic energy, the desire to read on. The experience of novelistic narrative, this passage teaches us, involves balancing affective absorption in the immediate crises with a more detached awareness that we are reading a generic work that promises a more positive destination.
Joseph's grasp of divine itpovoia works in a similar way: in contrast to the theologically disadvantaged Egyptians and his morally reprobate brothers, he extricates himself from present circumstances and reads for the divine plot: he becomes the living embodiment of the ideal reader Josephus craves from the start, one who will test the narrative as proof of Yahweh's providence. Providence is, as Attridge and others have emphasised, a central theme for Josephus. 47 But it would be a mistake to see this simply as a token of his pious Yahwism. Providential themes recur throughout imperial Greek literature, not least in the Greek novel, where it becomes a sophisticated metanarrative device. 48 What is more, the theme is especially appropriate to the narrative of Joseph, the Bible's most celebrated dream-prophet. In this light, it is especially interesting that we find a close parallel between Joseph's words to Pharaoh and Clitophon's reflections on dreaming at the start of Achilles Tatius: 6 u«v xoi 9eo<; OTJK en\ trot XXOTEIV xd \ieXXovia xoi<; dv0p«wroi.c; 7tpo5ei,Kvuaiv, aXX' onatq rcpoeyvcoKoxec; Kcu^oxepaq auveoei rondivxai xaq 7teipa^ xwv Kaxnyye^uaxcov.
(AJ 2.86)
It is not to distress men that God foreshows to them that which is to come, but that forewarned they may use their sagacity to alleviate the trials announced when they befall. The gods often like to reveal the future to mortals at night, not so that we might deliver ourselves from suffering (for destiny is insuperable), but so that we might endure such suffering more easily.
That prediction allows humans to manage future discomfort better is a relatively common sentiment in Greek thought, 49 but Josephus' phrasing (n.b. the oi)K...aXX', the purpose clauses, and Kouc^oxepai;) is strikingly close to Achilles'. There is, however, a major problem here, which brings into focus all of the issues we have discussed so far. Can Josephus have read Achilles Tatius? Unlikely, at first sight. A scholarly consensus puts him in the second century, from the latter part of which our earliest papyri date. At a stretch he could, in fact, be pushed back to the first century: the second-century date is based only on Achilles' (erratic and inconsistent) Atticism and an ill-defined sense that he is more 'sophistic' than Chariton and Xenophon (whose dates are also uncertain!). But the real issue is not one of dating, since common phrasing can always be explained through hypothetically shared Hellenistic sources. Much more important is the question of cultural priority, with which we began. Does the Greek novel begin with now-lost Hellenistic prototypes, which then in turn influenced Hellenised Jews like the authors of the Testament of Joseph and Joseph and Aseneth, and Philo and Josephus? Or did the novel itself emerge from precisely the kind of cultural friction generated by the Hellenising of neareastern literatures?
There will probably never be convincing answers to these questions, for at least two reasons: not only because, as we have seen, matters of dating are so fraught in the study of the novel, but also because (as the last forty years of scholarship on the novel have taught us) the quest after a primordial novel is a hopelessly naive one. Yet there is something profoundly dissatisfying about the current orthodoxy on the novel, which tends to contextualise it within the Hellenising revival of the 'Second Sophistic'. This view springs from Erwin Rohde's labours in the late nineteenth century: it was he who revived the Philostratean phrase ri Seuxepa ao<|uaiiKf|, expanded its remit to include the novel, and linked it unbreakably with cultural Hellenism. 50 Rohde's attempt to find Greek origins and a Hellenocentric context for the novel was an implicit rebuff directed towards earlier 'orientalists' like Pierre-Daniel Huet, who viewed it as an import from the Near East. 51 Rohde was also, one must assume, writing in dialogue with his friend and mentor Friedrich Nietzsche, who viewed the Greek Geist as in terminal decline from the late fifth century onwards, until Richard Wagner came along to revive it. Rohde's Der griechische Roman (published when he was a mere 31 years old) is a magnificent achievement, far subtler than much of the fervid nationalism of its day, but still fundamentally shaped by it.
By contrast reading Greco-Jewish texts as 'literature', dialoguing with the dominant (Greek) cultural force of the time, can help us move beyond the kind of naive 'either-or' of the Greek-barbarian polarity. It may be, indeed, that what we call 'the novel' gained its popularity precisely because of its ability to dialogue in this way. Unlike the genres canonised in Hellenistic Alexandria, the novel had no paternal hypotexts, influencing its progeny towards anxiety. Nor was it constrained by formal requirements like metre. Crucially, it was tied to no performance context within the polis: the novel was (probably) composed to be read, and read wherever it could be read. For all these reasons, it had a suppleness and responsiveness, which allowed it to take on both the Hellenocentric guise of (e.g.) Chariton's Chaereas and Callirhoe and the Jewish inflections of the texts we have discovered above. Indeed, it was probably not until the imperial period that the novel became a genre at all; before then it was more a habitus, an intellectual space within which certain relationships (psychological, cultural, religious) could be ordered through the temporalised medium of prose narrative.
Flavius Josephus found himself at a crucial junction in the history of relations between the Greco-Roman and Jewish worlds, and not just for the obvious reasons connected to the sack of Jerusalem. Writing at a time when Greek identity was increasingly being defined through a literary heritage, Josephus both engaged with that heritage and challenged it, demonstrating that Jewish texts could compete for sophistication and subtlety with the most au courant Greek forms. This process was not, of course, new with Josephus himself-it began with the Septuagint, and was energised by figures like Artapanus and Philo-but Josephus certainly represents a milestone in terms of the range and ambition of Greek cultural forms used (I have focused solely on romantic topoi). It is arguably with Josephus that we see the strongest case that Javan is, in cultural terms as well as ethnic, indeed the grandson of Noah.
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